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New products of 2018
DJO Global
NwDONJOY® shoulder and knee braces; a cooperative venture with EMO
The DONJOY® ULTRASLING® QUADRANT
shoulder brace, which can be adjusted three
dimensionally, is one of the new products that
DJO Global will be introducing at OTWorld. It
is easy to handle and can be adjusted without
the use of tools, thus offering a variety of setup options. The affected shoulder is
supported from the hip and this version can
be used without a shoulder strap. The elbow
can be released and there is thus greater
opportunity for movement, even in the early
phases of treatment. The orthosis is suitable
for all pathologies of the shoulder joint and
can be used in conservative, post-traumatic and post-operative therapies. The all-inone design reduces the need for storage space.
DJO Global will also be bringing their
anatomically shaped knee brace, DONJOY®
Playmaker
Everest™,
to
Leipzig.
Manufactured from breathable fabric, this
brace supports natural joint control with an
optional cooling function and compression.
Flat polycentric braces, with protection against
hyperextension, provide medial and lateral
stabilisation. The cooling effect is produced by
two re-usable gel-packs, which can be
attached in turn to the inside of the brace with
a Velcro fastening. A re-sealable bag is
supplied for hygienic storage of the pack in
the fridge. Compression can be regulated by means of an inflatable air compartment.
This particular model is available in a universal fitting (up to 60 cm knee
circumference) and can be used for the right of left knee.

The DONJOY® CLIMA-FLEX™ OA is
designed for use in the treatment of
osteoarthritis. It combines three-point relief
with a low-profile construction. The pressure
is shifted from the affected area and this can
help relieve pain. The desired pressure relief
is achieved with a new telescopic joint that
can be regulated by turning an adjusting knob.
The breathable, elastic C-6 textile removes
both moisture and heat.

Furthermore, DJO Global will be taking
advantage of OTWorld to spread the word
about a new marketing agreement; from April,
DJO Global will be taking over sales in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland of selected
products from the Spanish manufacturer EMO
S.L. (Especialidádes Médico Ortopédicas,
Valencia).

